The following comments are the ones I copy/pasted on 15/9/14 from
the comments section under Tom Cahill’s narration of my Spivey
‘illegal arrest’ debunkathon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3H3UyuMdzEs Unfortunately a
comment from Jimmy, whereby he was being a cry-baby, ranting
and blaming me for putting his family at risk had by this time
disappeared. I have deleted other irrelevant comments.
Sharon Zaki 4 days ago
Didn't take long for Spiv's trolls to join us, did it 'Outlaw' Jimmy Shill
[Royden James Jones]. Who is Jane Russell, your sockpuppet?
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/Exchange_of_emails_with_Jimmy_Jones_S
eptember_2013.php
http://kevingreen1950.wordpress.com/janerussellsays-a-load-of-shit-ifyou-ask-me/
Jane Russell 3 days ago
I am not a shill or any of your other nonsense Sharon. I am a friend of
Jimmy Jones, mainly because I have been a witness for him against the
targeted attacks on him for 2 years. Prior to just trying to do the right
thing & stand by a person I easily worked out was genuine, I did not
know Jimmy or his family at all.
I have explained this to Tom above. Unlike you, I am not a liar who goes
around calling everyone shill because they rumble your insane lies,
because unlike you, I have more than 1 brain cell to rub together. I have
no affiliation with Chris Spivey. I have a mind of my own thanks. I have
my own theories about some of these people, because I research the
info and find the contradictions on what they have said, according to
your insane theories, half the bloody planet is an MI5 shill.
I am a nobody, nothing and nor do I want to be in the new age 'Fame
Seekers Truth Movement' - Just a woman who witnessed something
really wrong & tried to do the right thing to help someone. I am just
setting the story straight with the truth, which sadly seems to be a
concept you don't understand. This is my real name, I use a photo of the
actress, due to being dragged into this nightmare, purely for standing up
for a man who I saw was clearly being picked out for abuse - as a
witness in Op P.
I have left a comment for Tom. As I say, unlike you, I am not trying to
manipulate anyones point of view about certain people. Tom is free to

look into what I have said and to make up his own mind.
And touting a woman who is alleged to be the ex wife of a paedo, whose
own kids won't have a bar of her, who tries to force people to watch her
paedo clip collection. I'd take a big long look in the mirror if I were you
Sharon. No MJ pun intended.
Show less
Jane Russell 3 days ago
By the way Sharon, this is Janette Scharenborgs brother. She was
telling everyone she had cut all ties with him, until we discovered some
recent happy snaps of her with him. Also in thick with McKenzie and
McNeil - Sabine even touts her as a credible anti CSA campaigner scary!
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/wales/2933262.stm

Show less
Tom Cahill 3 days ago
Who is Janette Scharenborg?

Jane Russell 3 days ago
And this is Janette Scharenborgs little mate - also the mate of the Ex Lib
Dem who was sent my private email asking for The Lib Dems help to
stop all these people, by his current Lib Dem mate illegally , It ended up
on Scharenbprg and Lavertys hate sites.
Hopefully this will give Tom a clearer idea of what I am talking about and
why I have felt it necessary to challenge his use of you as a credible
source Sharon.
No pressure, but a retraction about Jimmy Jones would be appreciated
Tom, he really is a decent person as are his wife and kids and they have
suffered enough abuse from shysters like Sharon and her 'credible'
sources.
Thanks. :)
https://secretofbrynestyn.wordpress.com/2013/08/05/darren-laverty/
Show less

Jane Russell 3 days ago
Read my replies to Sharon Kilby (Zaki) Tom - also if you look her name
up on Jimmy Jones blog, (Scharenborg) you will learn a lot more about
her and hopefully avoid her like the plague. I have posted a couple of
links up too, which hopefully will help you understand where I am coming
from.
I also forgot to mention that Ex Lib Dem Councillor & Laverty faked a
comment Jimmy Jones had posted on Ex Lib Dems blog- they changed
it to say something completely different and they had him falsely
arrested for it - worried that we'd worked out their scam - it took plod 7
months to find the comment was a dud - and to drop all charges against
Jimmy J.
The abuse on Twitter continues. Incidentally, Scharenborg (who for the
last 2 years has claimed to have terminal cancer and that she would be
dead by Christmas, but has miraculously recovered New Year) goes by
the name of @Trying_hard @just_standing2 ·on Twitter - although she
has many dud accounts, as do her gang.
By: Sabine Kurjo McNeill
13 January 2013 11:18
Dear Paul Your writing is excellent and your experiences are horrific.
THANK YOU SO MUCH for sharing your story. I have not come across
many emotional and psychiatric ordeals so far, but pain can NOT be
compared, and there's no point in 'my story is worse than yours'. What
matters is "we only have each other". Complaining to people who are
'only doing their job' doesn't work as you describe so well. They seem to
be picked to be their job 'well', i.e. NOT to deliver what is says on the tin.
There is a great survivor on Twitter called Janette Scharenborg
@schar53. For victims become SURVIVORS of emotional and sexual
abuse and STARFIGHTERS and CAMPAIGNERS when they stand their
ground in courts after having suffered other white collar crimes. Yes, it's
a terrible world. BUT we have one another online where we can find
likeminded folk more easily than in the streets. GO FOR IT! And think,
maybe, about making your home page visually attractive in addition to
providing the links! You DESERVE to show your artwork off and be
proud of it!!! Sabine
Show less
Jane Russell 3 days ago
Sorry, this is so long & that I keep adding details - that Kev Green blog
was set up by Scharenborg On Jimmy Jones (aka The Outlaw) website,

there is a copy of an email The Scharenborg sent to a woman admitting
to setting it up with the help of another nutter called Paul Rogers, who
was part of the GANDALF trials in the early 90's (Green Anarchists &
Animal Liberation Front) - Rogers was let off mid way through trial much
to everyones surprise, by a Judge named Selwood who was later
arrested for paedo offences.
Rogers also has 2 MI5 witnesses at his trial - 1 was David Shayler - who
I'm sure you must have heard of - the bloke who stuck a couple of socks
in a saggy bra and called himself Dolores for a while. Belinda McKenzie
was also his ex Landlady..
EMAIL FROM SCHARENBORG ABOUT THE KEV GREEN
BLOG http://outlawjimmy.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/20131022203115.jpg?w=627 7%3B523
http://outlawjimmy.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/20131022203405.jpg?w=627
PAUL ROGERS http://www.stewarthomesociety.org/ga/greencon.htm
JUDGE
SELWOOD http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1464732/Judge69-who-downloaded-child-porn-facing-catastrophic-humiliation.html
DAVID SHAYLER http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1206002/MI5whistleblower-David-Dolores-Shayler-kicked-squatter-farmhouse.html
Scharenborg has been asked to remove the blog as it is pure hate site,
thus far the evil old crone has ignored the request.
Hopefully that's enough to show you what I mean about Sharons
'credible sources' & the type of people she is fond of backing.
Gojam by the way is Ex Lib Dem Councillor Jonathan Sawyer, who I
have seen mercilessly abuse genuine abuse survivors, but who has
backed all these nutters as part of his team in the guise of a genuine anti
CSA supporter - he is the 1 the current Lib Dem illegally sent my email
to - he was also in cahoots with Chris Fay money launderer, ex Social
Worker/Councillor - Fay says he and another Lib Dem John Oakes
made the Mary Moss list back in the day. He co wrote for Gojams blog
and they were responsible for spreading the list all over the www.
I could write a bloody book about these snakes - but that should be all
you need to be able to check that I am no liar and that Kilby/Zaki is
about as credible as an ashtray on a motorbike.
Show less

Tom Cahill 3 days ago
I know most of this already. I only have limited time. I keep getting
messages from the tem over and over, and it's clear that they're very
scared. People like you have told me lots of stuff before, but now there's
way more, and they know they're history.
Show less
Jane Russell 2 days ago
You will be plagued by them now I'm afraid Tom. They are a vile bunch
of beasts. Kilby/Zaki slates McKenzie, but as you can see from what I
posted, her friend Scharenborg is in thick with Sabine McNeil &
McKenzie - so I kind of made her look a fool by pointing that out rendering her an idiot in the process I think. Any man who can cause
the worst injuries a surgeon has ever seen to a woman or anyone is
utter scum in my book and any relative that continues to suck up to and
support a bastard like that is no one to listen to - and touting paedo clips
to vulnerable women - I despise that old hag I really do!
I think that the empire of con men/women will crumble very soon. ;)
Thank you for at least listening Tom, you have been nothing but polite to
me, even though we haven't agreed on everything, you've not resorted
to calling me all the names under the sun. I appreciate that. I also
recognise that as soon as you say anything, you instantly get abuse,
which is a very familiar tactic used by all these people.
Show less
Reply
Tom Cahill 2 days ago
P·oos might smell, but they can't acquire voting rights. They can make
as much smell as they want, and I'll still flush them. It's out of their
hands and each day that they kick up stink, I get more people showing
me more stuff. This foray into ripping off victims of abuse and all the rest
will not go unpunished.
Sharon Zaki 2 days ago
Well all indicators are that Jane Russell and Janette Scharenborg are
'Outlaw' Jimmy Jones' sock puppets. Whatever this Janette said to me
in previous emails can now be taken with a pinch of salt. I'll now quote
the email exchange I had with 'her' yesterday:
Me: Do you think you could comment here re Jimmy Shill Chris Spivey's

"arrest" debunkathon - Sharon Kilby, narrated by me I really hope you
can set the record straight.
Janette: done, would you please remove that comment on your blog
about me being responsible for the KEV GREEN BLOG, I did not set it
up, nor have I put things on it. He calls it a hate site, all of it is the truth,
and things he and his team have said.
Me: You say done, but I don't see your comment on Chris Spivey's
"arrest" debunkathon - Sharon Kilby, narrated by me Re a comment you
want me to remove, is it one that is on my site? Can you be more
specific.
Janette: after many horrible comments from the said Jane Russell I had
to remove it, my kids were going mental! here is that comment from
Jones
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/Response_from_Jimmy_Jones_8th_Septem
ber_2013.php
Me: Anything on my site is being said on here Chris Spivey's "arrest"
debunkathon - Sharon Kilby, narrated by me by this 'Jane Russell'. Why
are you not defending yourself on there? No point just telling me.
Janette: I do not want to waste my time or energy on Jane Russell or
what ever name Helen is using, people who matter to me know the truth,
those that dont know me, dont matter. These people are pure evil, I am
involved with many on going cases at the moment I do not want innocent
peoples court cases brought into jeopardy by these evil people. I myself
have an ongoing case against Jones, I must not put that in jeopardy
either. God Bless you my friend, remember that truth always destroys
evil xx
Now, this Jane Russell refers to this Janette Scharenborg as my friend.
Where does she get that idea? I said that Janette revealed information
to me which she wanted to remain confidential. Actually there was no
real information. 'She' contacted me on 26/11/13. Three days later 'she'
sent me a long rambling email which was just hearsay and not
something I paid much attention to. It was the type of stuff I'd seen on
the blogs I refer to below. I can publish it now though, here, if anyone is
interested. Anyway at the time I had no reason to believe that 'Janette'
was not genuine. I certainly didn't think I was actually talking to Jimmy
Shill. I thought nothing more about it ... until now.

There may well be a genuine Janette Scharenborg, but the person
writing to me under that name is not genuine.
When this 'Jane Russell' popped up on here, I remembered the name
from the Kev Green site and from the Scharenborg email. Jane
Russell's link to the Daily Post article on Michael Jackson got my alarm
bells ringing, as I could recall seeing on a popular David Icke forum that
Jimmy Shill was trying to discredit me by referring to my MJ poem and I
thought then that it was pathetic that he'd gone digging around for some
dirt. On 7/4/2013, Posted by real_jimmyjones: “Does anybody know
anything about Sharon Zaki, the 'truther' who is attempting to disprove
the Hollie Greig story?
I am somewhat doubtful of her motives as she constantly fails to answer
the simple question 'why were none of the suspects ever questioned by
the police?'
She also continually accuses anyone who doubts her as being a 'Shill' at
every opportunity, or an 'enabler' etc.. Very vocally.
I have asked to look into the validity of her theory so any input will be
appreciated.... Cheers..”
'Marny' replies: "Have come across that site before, always thought
there was something not quite right with it. It's been going for some time
. Just a gut feeling, beyond that ?
Her home page has hardly changed in years Sharon Ann Kilby ?
http://www.sharonkilby.co.uk/site/WH...T_THE_VEIL.php "
On the next page Marny adds: “A JUBILANT North Wales Michael
Jackson fan yesterday said she never doubted the superstar's
innocence.
Mum-of-four Sharon Ann Kilby posted a poem, dedicated to the singer
after he was cleared of child sex charges, on fan club websites.
The 43-year-old part-time cleaner from Colwyn Bay, along with
thousands of fans, supported the pop star throughout the 16-week trial.
Thought I heard she was a Quaker before and this would account for it,
Did you know. May have got that wrong as Jackson was a Jehovah
Witness She certainly has some religious stuff on her site and the JW

are more akin to the illuminati. So you could be right.”
http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=222773&page=3058
Notice in the above email 'Janette' refers to Jane Russell as 'Helen'. In
'her' email to me back in November last year she says of Jane Russell
"who we now know to be Jones' wife".
Perhaps I'll dig a little deeper into Jimmy's socks [oh God what a
thought] when I get some time. Right now I'm too busy with other stuff,
which includes working full time earning an honest living, unlike the trolls
who work full time lying for a living. In the meantime see adeybob's
comments here
http://kevingreen1950.wordpress.com/2013/05/24/meet-royden-jamesjones/#comments Also see adeybob's comments here [about halfway
down] on Tom Pride's blog. [BTW one day I'll get around to proving that
Tom Pride is as dodgy as f*ck too.]
http://tompride.wordpress.com/2013/05/12/this-is-what-you-get-whenyou-dare-to-question-a-tabloid-journalist-in-the-uk/#comment-30381
See also adey's "Bollocks to this. My name is
Adrian…adeybob/monadtime" post, around 1/3 of way down. See
alsohttp://kevingreen1950.wordpress.com/2013/05/08/sue-me-an-openresponse-to-the-lupethelupe-blog/
Let's just move away from 'He said/She said' malarkey for a minute.
Let's just say, for argument's sake, that this Jane Russell is not Jimmy
Shill. Let's assume she is an independent person. The fact that she
supports C/O agents is enough to hang her - Sonia Poulton and Jimmy
Jones for example. [She calls Jimmy her friend; says he's genuine and
honest.] She makes wild unsubstantiated claims and doesn't answer the
questions/address the points I made in my previous post. She doesn't
even mention the relevant topic at hand here - the Spivey 'arrest'
debunkathon. All she has in her armoury are lies, smears, insults and
accusations. We can safely conclude that Jane Russell is a troll
agitator, desperately trying to prevent the coming together of real
truth soldiers.
Let's examine the 'Outlaw' Jimmy Jones. He is a stalwart Spiv supporter
and a supporter of the Hollie Greig Justice gang and he links to other
shills. He too doesn't substantiate his assertions, doesn't answer
questions or respond to valid points. He's an agitator who trolls
popular 'Truther' sites dedicating serious time unleashing
character assassination on genuine speakers of truth in order to
neutralise the voices of real opposition.

One final point, notice how this forum is not flooded with obvious trolls.
Apart from the 'Pearly' troll, we have Spivey's mouthpiece Jimmy Shill,
hiding under Jane Russell's skirts, Tom and myself. I have seen the
comments section under numerous 'dangerous' truth videos whereby
under the appearance of a number of people trading insults or drivel
[when in reality there is often only one JWO sock behind all the fake
identities], the voices of reason are drowned out; in effect censoring free
speech. See an example of that here
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/Sock_Puppet_vitriol.php The reason this is
not happening here is that the masonic controllers [Spiv and his
handlers] do not want the Jane Russell puppet drowned out.
Just as I was about to post this I notice Jimmy Troll in person is on
board. Afternoon Jimmy. Wow, I think you need to lie down in a
darkened room and take a chill pill. I think you've just sent your blood
pressure through the roof.
Show less
Jane Russell 1 day ago
Dear oh lore! So you are not Janettes friend but you promote her
website and call Jimmy a shill which is off it's head for starters &
continue to spread around Scharenborgs lies? Absolutely bonkers & I
think people can see that it is very wise to steer well clear of you too.
Then you pay us the biggest insult by saying Scharenborg is one of us!!!
Then you carry on linking your 'facts' to the Kev Green website, which is
Janette Scharenborg and her gang of fruit loops creation?? Do you not
see how ridiculous you are making yourself look?? Obviously not, but
I'm sure everyone else can.
I quite clearly stated that the reason I responded to this video was
because lies had been spoken about Jimmy Jones & I wanted to make
Tom aware of the TRUE facts. Perhaps if you read properly, you
wouldn't miss out vital statements that make you look a fool..
If Tom had read your lies about Jimmy on any other of his clips about
anyone else, I would be replying under those instead, so Chris Spivey is
irrelevant to why I spoke up.
I'm not sure how many times I have to say these things, clearly some
people are far too thick to understand - I am not Jimmys wife, nor any
relative of him or any of his family. Nor am I a woman named Susan

Melrose who Scharenborg and her little friend (who incidentally was her
sworn enemy up until the end of last year when they suddenly became
the best of friends) are calling a 'slut' all over Twitter & are professing is
me, ditto Sheva Burton, nor am I a Professional Mental Health Care
worker that they are also saying is me & calling all the names under the
sun on Twitter. I can't be all of these people can I? Is that too difficult
for your small mind to comprehend?
Nor am I Jimmy himself or any other person they have come up with in
their clearly off their head insane ramblings.
Nor am I MI5, C/O, or any other mental minded tag you or any of the
other lunatics have tried to label me with. Absolute craziness like I've
never seen!
I think it must be quite clear to anyone who is talking absolute insane
rubbish & it certainly isn't me or Jimmy Jones, who has quite eloquently
said his piece about these raving lunatics that have plagued him for 2
years.
Perhaps you should forward those emails to the North Wales Police that
you received from Janette, Sharon, they know all about her, including
her penchant for trying to force vulnerable women to watch her paedo
clip collection, as it is further proof of that womans continual campaign to
spread lies and hatred about this man and his family and to constantly
spread her insane ramblings around the www for her sick kicks. They
have quite a collection of her lies about Jimmy and his family, myself
and others, but you have just provided more proof that she continues her
tirade. Thanks for that.
I believe Janettes partner in crime was hauled in by the Police again in
the last couple of days & warned yet again not to continue to spread his
vile lies and abuse about Jimmy and his family- not content with being
recently convicted of an offence against Jimmy and his family, Janettes
friend decided it was a good idea to continue his venomous and vicious
attacks on Twitter against this man & was told in no uncertain terms that
he would be arrested every time he did.
Somehow, I'm sure that will make little difference to a man who feels he
is untouchable and above the law. A spell in prison would be a better
resolution I feel.
I will not be entering any further communication with you Sharon, and

should you start spouting lies and vile untrue things around the www
about me or Jimmy & his family, they'll be going straight off to NWP too,
along with your connection to Scharenborg i.e. touting her nonsense and
lies on your blog, here and anywhere else you decide to spout off on,
because I am sick to death of you idiots & it's high time you were
stopped.
So just wind your neck in eh Sharon, or you could find yourself next to
get a knock from the Police & I know they are pretty sick of the constant
lies from liars like you and your friend Janette and co & having to waste
their precious time dealing with people who continually plague others
and try to make others lives a misery, just like theirs must be.
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Sharon Zaki 3 days ago
Janette Scharenborg revealed information to me which she asked me to
keep confidential. All I can say is that Jimmy Jones/Jane Russell are
connected. I have mailed Janette and asked her if she is able to
comment here to set the record straight.
Everything I have to say about Jimmy Shill is on my W-O-S
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/WAR_ON_SHILLS.php Scroll down to
about half way to the bit on Spivey.
Kilby is the site domain name. My name changed to Zaki when I
remarried back in 2007.
"Apparently she has reported everyone from the Wombles to MI5 to the
police for spying on her. I think she is fairly well known to her local cop
shop for making strange accusations against people." Really? Crikey
Jimmy Shill, you must be desperate to resort to this. Provide some
proof.
"As for Sharon Kilby also touts the sister of a drug rapist caught with
paedophilia who also tries to force vulnerable women to watch her
paedo clip collection." Explain what that's supposed to mean and
provide some evidence.
As for Sonia Poulton, I've said all I need to on the site. Jon of the HG
hoax group has exposed her entirely
http://theholliegreigcoverup.net/latests-posts/

What is 'Jane Russell' doing to expose the 'wrong uns'? Where is your
website/videos?
Why do you spend time trying to dig the dirt on me? All you could come
up with was something I wrote in support of Michael Jackson nearly 10
years ago. I've moved on since then. Back then I was naive - didn't
know Bono/Geldof were controlled opposition agents. Didn't know what
controlled opposition was. Why do you feel the need to try to discredit
me? Trolls do that.
Why don't you spend time instead studying my debunkathon and
pointing out where I'm wrong.
I do not know whether or not Gojam is genuine.
Show less
Jane Russell 3 days ago
As I explained to you, Jimmy and I became friends after Scharenborg &
her gang of stalking abusers started a full on targeted campaign against
Jimmy Jones. I have made statements to the Police and Pallial. Prior to
that, I didn't know him or his family. Just a mere bystander witnessing
these freaks who felt it was the right thing to do to stand up for this man,
his wife and children. Despite the nightmare it has been, mostly for them
of course, hellish in fact, but for me and anyone who has dared stand up
to these vile bastards, I am very glad I did. That means they are less
likely to be able to do it to anyone else.
I don't want to hear anything that evil old compulsive liar has to say, I
have heard enough lies to last me a life time with that woman - pure evil.
Anything she says will be a lie. Jimmys blog has done a fine job
documenting all the things she and her band of cronies have done. The
links I posted about some of her 'friends' should be enough to tell a brain
dead donkey what she is all about, so if you can't see it, then you really
are beyond hope. Any friend of Scharenborg is definitely no one I want
any association with.
http://outlawjimmy.com/2013/04/25/messiah-i-dont-think-so/
http://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/10-years-date-rapedrug-user-2485819
http://www.theguardian.com/news/2003/jun/29/crime.politics

http://www.southwales-eveningpost.co.uk/Llanelli-man-extreme-pornimage/story-13721516-detail/story.html#axzz2k0WuJu7W
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Sharon Zaki 21 hours ago
The Kev Green site and therefore Scharenborg [whoever she is - if she
actually does exist] is irrelevant. I've clearly spelt out why Jimmy Jones
[Royden James Jones] is a shill and why Jane Russell is a troll. Jane
may be Jimmy's friend or his sock puppet - again that's irrelevant. Noone needs 'sources' to pull apart the Spivey 'illegal arrest' story.
Why is Jimmy and his Jane not concerned that the influential Troofer the leading on-line researcher, Chris Spivey, has been thoroughly
exposed as an utter fraud? If either of you two [assuming Jane is a
person] were genuine and honest you would be going on Spivey's
boards, asking him lots of questions and putting a link to this video.
Moreover you would not be slandering me with your lies and desperate
pathetic attempts to discredit me. And you would not be threatening me.
Tom is intelligent enough to figure out for himself who the genuine truth
soldiers are. And there are VERY FEW of us; hence why we're all sitting
ducks, on the receiving end of some serious troll abuse. In answer to
the question, who is NOT a cointelpro agent, well, for starters, anyone
who is seriously exposing the Hollie Greig Hoax [i.e. the Hollie Hoax
group and supporters] and anyone who is serious about exposing other
controlled opposition agents [not the 'big guns' as they're already
thoroughly debunked; the smaller fry]. The other genuine freedom
fighters are those who are exposing, with evidence, corruption within the
establishment.
As for the comment that Tom will be plagued by trolls, that's about the
only truthful statement I've heard from the trolls on this thread. ALL of
Tom's videos will be commented on by, in the main, TROLLS. Why?
Because he has the knowledge, the evidence, the brains, the balls and
the 'know how' to do some serious damage to you disgusting pieces of
filth that infect our planet. His inbox and private messaging service will
almost certainly be contaminated by troll mail too.
The fact that Jimmy and his Jane are reacting this way is very revealing.
Spivey, Jimmy and the rest of Spiv's troll team are very worried.

Below is an email that I received from Jimmy Shill. Anything he wishes
to say can be stated on this public forum. Well, that is for as long as
Tom tolerates trolls.

Sharon
If you wish to continue your campaign of harrassment and lies against
me, please do me the courtesy of at least getting your facts right.
Some FACTS for you:
Scharenborg is real she lives in Beltrum, Holland as one of the the
attached images shows her details.
She is a compulsive liar who attacks me simply because I published an
article about her brother being convicted and imprisoned for ten years
for a 'Date rape' attack which left an unfortunate woman needing a
colostomy bag.
He was also arrested for being in possession of pornographic images of
what were alleged to be minors.
I do not know the outcome of that.
She alleges that her brother is innocent.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/wales/2933262.stm
She has, with others made many, many false allegations against myself
and my family, which are also being dealt with by the NWP.
All can be checked and confirmed if you could be bothered to research
simple facts.
Another fact is that one of Janette's troll mates Darren Laverty, who also
made false allegations against me was recently convicted at Llandudno
Magistrates Court for stalking and Harrassing my family.
On the 24th of July I believe.
As a matter of interest, he was arrested again on the 13th of this month

by NWP at his address in Anglesey for publishing yet more lies and
threats against me.
Once again all a matter of public record and easily checked.
The attached images also shows an email that Scharenborg sent to
somebody admitting she set up the Kevin Green 'The Man behind the
Mask' blog, which you use a reference to quote from, and is one which
both the North Wales Police and the Dutch police are in the process of
trying to get removed.
I notice she is now saying that it was not her, which is yet another lie.
We have a solicitor acting on our behalf to stop this group of trolls from
Harrassing, stalking and spreading malicious and libellous comments
about myself and my family.
Jane Russell is also a real person, she is not my wife Helen, who
incidentally is in constant touch with both our solicitor and the NWP in
regard to this campaign which you have now appeared to have joined.
Again, the NWP are only too aware that Jane Russell is a real person as
she has also made a statement to them and a written one to her her
local force, regarding Scharenborg and Laverty's attacks on her.
Again, all checkable and a matter of public record.
Where is your evidence that shows that my wife is in any way involved
with this?
Where is your evidence that I support the Hollie Grieg Justice
campaign?
I would have nothing to do with any campaign that involves Belinda
McKenzie, Gerrish, Maloney or any of the other idiots that have attached
themselves to it.
the fact that I have not publicly stated any of this, is that I simply do not
have enough evidence to prove it.
I have had nothing to do with Chris Spivey for a while apart from the odd
comment on his site, so once again your observations are either simply
out of date or you you are so blinded by your hatred of me you just

cannot see past that.
I am also sending a copy of this email to our solicitor, the officer who is
dealing with this current investigation in the North Wales Police and
Sonia Poulton who is keeping a log of everything on my behalf.
So you can publish this in any way you want, but please include that I
have no wish to have any further contact with you, and will of course be
taking any necessary legal steps against you to protect my family should
you continue to publish both blatant lies and unsubstantiated rumours
about me.
Jimmy

Sent from my iPad
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Keith Zero 13 hours ago
Yeah some people have suspected Spiv; for sometime now! But his 'so
called' arrest has only highlighted his agency connections. Funny; he
gets a call from Beloney; then gets arrested/computers removed the
following week!!
Beloney has to be the key change agent here! But who's his controller?
Certainly open to speculation.
Tom Cahill 10 hours ago
Baloney's higher up the food chain. Did you see the photos of him, Ben
Fellows and Michael Doherty? There's another one with BF and MD
doing Masonic handshakes as well---a definite Masonic one.

Pearly Schrott 5 days ago
Why did you do this video? You can't even talk and what can be heard
makes no sense at all.

Tom Cahill 5 days ago
You might be saying something, but none of your comments make any
sense to me.
Jimmy Jones 2 days ago
mai mee bpunhaa
Tom Cahill 1 hour ago
cap cum a cap

Ricky Berg 4 days ago
Is anyone NOT a shill or fraud, apart from you of course? Is there
anyone at all?

Tom Cahill 2 days ago
Almost all of them are being paid I'm afraid. This is where the massive
intelligence budget goes---on dumbing down the public. Only, it seems
that some of these are freelance conmen.

Deep Six 2 days ago
That's a bit of an oxymoron.. intelligence budget doesn't appear to have
to be too big to dumb down most people nowadays, it seems to come
perfectly natural to the majority!!

Tom Cahill 2 days ago

meant to say counter intelligence, but when I come to think of it, whilst
the "counter" denotes a countering another intelligence, it does remove
the obvious irony, that they like to use morons and people with lacking
personalities for this. It does make it more subject to ambiguity and
confusion though.
Keep paying attention. You're going to see some unpleasantness
coming from me shortly. I am going to get these lot on the run, and the
example I'm going to make is going to reverberate up the food chain.
Show less
Pearly Schrott 5 days ago
Also, you have yet lot to learn, as your mouth is about three minutes
behind what you say. If you want this in sync without equipment: SPEAK
TURKISH!!!
Reply
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